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Fairview Avenue North Bridge Replacement

INTRODUCTION
Description of the problem/reason for the project.
The new Fairview Avenue N Bridge, located just north of
downtown Seattle along Lake Union, is a 540-foot-long
prestressed concrete girder bridge built to replace two
aging bridges dating back to 1948. The bridge spans a
portion of Lake Union know as Waterway No. 8. Nearly
9,000 vehicles a day use the bridge and over 185 buses.

Historical photo of existing bridge

Background
The existing bridges on Fairview Avenue N (parallel
east and west bridges) were removed and replaced
with a single new 540-foot long, approximately 68-foot
wide, four span prestressed concrete girder bridge. The
old bridges included the last wooden pile supported
bridge on an arterial in the City of Seattle. The bridge
site is adjacent to the historic Lake Union Steam Plant,
which became home to ZymoGenetics in the 1990s
and is now occupied by the Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center. The supporting timber piles on the
west bridge were decaying and the concrete girders
on the eastern bridge were cracking. The new bridge
is supported on piers of 3.5-foot diameter concrete
columns each constructed on 8-foot drilled shafts. The
shafts were installed to depths of between 80 and 135
feet below the water surface. The project included
roadway reconstruction, rehabilitation and relocation
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of an existing floating walkway, relocation of impacted
utilities, installation of stormwater conveyance with two
new stormwater treatment vaults with outfalls to Lake
Union, bank stabilization, and extensive lakebed and
shoreline cleanup and restoration.
The Cheshiahud Lake Union Loop trail is next to Fairview
Avenue N within the project limits. There are stairs
and ramp accesses for the trail at the north and south
ends of the bridge to the floating walkway. The trail is a
beloved neighborhood amenity for joggers, dog walkers
and anyone wanting to see the geese and hear the
lapping water on the lake. It is one of the few remaining
public access points to Lake Union.
Similar to the old bridge, the new bridge provides two
northbound lanes, one southbound lane, and facilities
for pedestrians and bicyclists with several belvederes as
lookouts towards Lake Union. The bridge was designed
to accommodate future extension of the South Lake
Union streetcar line to the north across the new bridge.
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Completed project

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
1. Use of good construction management
techniques and completion of the project on
schedule.
Construction management was made successful
through a joint effort involving the City of Seattle,
AECOM, and the design team. AECOM provided
the Resident Engineer (RE), Office Engineer (OE),
inspection, environmental testing, and subcontracted
with TranTech Engineering for the lead inspector role.
The City contracted with Perteet as the prime design
consultant for design services during construction,
who managed the 12 design subconsultants with
HNTB as the structural Engineer of Record. The flow of
information was managed using the Seattle Department
of Transportation (SDOT) Construction Administration
Manual and filing system with all communication
going through the RE. The SDOT system was used
for all project information, including submittals,
schedules, serial letters, requests for information,
record of materials, materials documentation, change
management (design changes, change orders),
inspectors daily reports, field memos, field construction
records, progress estimates, and other project
documentation.

Weekly construction progress meetings were held in
person until COVID restrictions went into place requiring
the meetings to be held virtually using Microsoft Teams.
This was done seamlessly with no project interruptions.
These meetings included Orion Marine Contractors,
Inc (OMCI), SDOT, the CM and design team, and other
agencies as necessary, including Seattle Public Utilities,
Seattle City Light, and King County Metro. The weekly
construction progress meetings included a site visit at
the end of the meetings with the appropriate individuals
to resolve issues in the field.
It was through the weekly meetings along with
regular communications and on-call site visits by the
designers or SDOT, when needed, that the AECOM
lead construction management (CM) team was able to
work with SDOT, OMCI, and the designers as a team
to foresee and resolve issues before they became
problems. When problems did arise, this approach
allowed for the needed communication to efficiently
resolve them.

Schedule
The initial project bid opening for this project was
December 19, 2018; all bids were rejected due to
technicalities in multiple bids. The project was rebid
with bid opening on February 14, 2019. The project
was awarded to OMCI on April 19, 2019. A Notice to
Proceed was issued and construction commenced
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on July 22, 2019. OMCI’s baseline project schedule
included 498 relationships and 327 activities to
sequence the work within the contract constraints and
380 specified contract working days. This schedule
included construction starting on July 22, 2019, with
a goal of substantial completion in January 2021. This
was a highly complex project requiring an average
construction expenditure of just under $1.5M per
month with an expedited schedule to minimize the
closure of Fairview Avenue N.
During construction, contract change orders added 125
additional working days. Of these changes, 53 days were
for non-contractual changes that were completely out of
the control of SDOT, the CM team, or design team. COVID
restrictions, unforeseeable utility impacts, weather, and
new adjacent construction projects that went active while
Fairview was under construction all contributed to some
of the project delays. Some of the other changes were a
result of changed conditions beyond the team’s ability to
foresee, such as the extent of contaminated soils.
The whole team worked together and the bridge was
opened to traffic with substantial completion issued
on July 24, 2021–on a revised schedule despite the
numerous construction challenges summarized below.

Construction Challenges
The urban location and the extremely congested site
presented the project with numerous construction
challenges requiring the full team (SDOT, contractor, CM,
and design) to work together to solve. The following are
just some of the challenges the team overcame.
1. After bid and award of the project, KC Metro
required that a trolley bus neutral conductor be
installed between Yale Ave N and Eastlake Ave E
before the existing overhead catenary system (OCS)
within the project’s construction limits could be
removed, resulting in an expedited change order.
2. The advance temporary overhead transmission and
distribution lines relocation had not been installed
in accordance with SCL’s contract drawings, as
negotiated by the design team. The team stepped
up and was able to install a guy pole and anchor and
reroute the transmission lines.

Fencing the construction site was key to maintaining safety
for the public and workers.

3. Permitting requirements included the installation of
a 2-foot thick sand layer covering the floor of Lake
Union between the turbidity curtain and the shore
– but the sand was not allowed to “fall” through
the water column during placement. To improve
project efficiency and schedule, OMCI requested
the sand application be performed using a conveyor
aggregate delivery (CAD) truck. The design and
environmental team went back to the permitting
agencies and got approval for the CAD truck by
relying on two turbidity curtains to protect the lake.
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4. The contract documents called for structural earth
walls to be faced with precast concrete facing
panels. Unfortunately, a concrete strike occurred
just when the precast concrete panels were to be
cast, so OMCI suggested, and SDOT accepted, the
use of available modular blocks instead.
5. In December 2019, while installing helical piles for
the temporary work trestle, the existing fiber optic
cables beneath the floor of the lake were hit and
had to be temporarily installed overhead on the
existing SCL steel poles (the cables were not in the
location previously identified by the cable
companies following extensive coordination during
design). The resident engineer worked with Zayo,
Sprint (T-Mobile), CenturyLink (now Lumen), HNTB,
OMCI, and SDOT to implement a change order to
install fourteen 4-inch conduits under the bridge to
carry new fiber optic cable with reimbursement by
Zayo, Sprint, and Century Link at the completion of
construction.

6. In March of 2020, COVID restrictions were
implemented on most private and public works
projects. While this critical bridge project continued,
materials production and delivery were temporarily
stopped or significantly slowed, causing project
delays. As an example, local concrete plants would
only open on Saturdays if a large quantity of
concrete was scheduled. Further, SDOT ordered
a two-day safety suspension on all projects while
COVID safety plans were developed. In spite of
these challenges, the team continued to move the
project forward.
7. The project was burdened by two adjacent private
development projects. At the southeast end of
the new bridge was the 1165 Eastlake building
which included a below grade parking garage with
a zero-lot line offset which was just coming out of
the ground as the Pier 5 shafts were starting to be
installed. To avoid damage to the adjacent building’s
retaining wall, OMCI had to install an at grade work

Installing piles
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bridge with helical piles to support the crane and
oscillator for the construction of drilled shaft 5A.
Due to the confined space, the reinforcing cage
for the shaft had to be constructed, picked, and
installed in two pieces.
8. On the north end of the bridge was another project
which became active midway through construction
of the Fairview bridge project. That project
damaged an already built retaining wall between
Pier 1 and their property, requiring replacement
by OMCI at the developer’s cost. Further, due to
their close proximity, weekly work coordination
meetings between the two were held and daily
communication between the site superintendents
was necessary.

didn’t allow for the bending of #14 and #18 grade
80 bars for the drilled shaft. OMCI requested
that the specified hooks be replaced with a
terminator. In order to support the team and not
delay the project, the design team’s structural
engineers quickly ran calculations and approved
the replacement of the standard hooks with Lenton
Terminators.

9. The specified concrete mix design for the bridge
deck was changed to a new WSDOT concrete deck
mix design and specification after another SDOT
bridge project with the same mix design showed
extensive shrinkage and cracking.
10. OMCI’s operations were affected while coordinating
with SCL to reroute the overhead power (OHP) to
the temporary steel poles installed prior to the
project. Near the end of the project, additional
coordination was required between OMCI and SCL
for the removal of the temporary OHP lines and
poles prior to project completion.
11. The safety policy of the reinforcement fabricator

Close coordination with adjacent developers helped maintain
schedule and safety.

age Landsat / Copernicus

age Landsat / Copernicus

Crane location for installing drilled shaft rebar cage was
coordinated with the building tower crane.
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SAFETY
PERFORMANCE
2. Safety performance and demonstrated
awareness of the need for a good overall safety
program during construction.
Project safety during construction was of paramount
concern during design and that was a major contributing
factor to the decision to close the road and keep the
traveling public well away from risks presented by bridge
construction activities. However, during construction,
OMCI took safety very seriously and it was through their
robust safety program and
history of overwater bridge
construction that the project
was able to be completed with
an A+ safety rating.

exposure, as was the case on many construction projects,
including the 1165 Eastlake building project next door.
To keep the traveling public safe and out of the
construction zone, signage and traffic control were
used to reroute pedestrians and bicyclists around the
construction site during construction. Early on, many
vehicles, buses, cyclists, and pedestrians ignored the
extensive detour signage and ended up at the dead end
of Fairview at the construction site, creating a hazard for
construction work and the public. This resulted in SDOT
working diligently on public outreach to convey detour
information thus helping the public understand and use
the detour for the remainder of construction.

This project was extremely
challenging from a safety
standpoint due to the
large amount of elevated
work over the water and
COVID added safety concerns
construction adjacent to
that hadn’t been faced by
transmission and distribution
Working
Safety
Reportable
contractors in over 100 years.
lines. To address the many
In March of 2020, due to
days
rating
injuries
unique project safety
COVID, work was stopped
concerns, OMCI created a
on most private and public
No reportable injuries is an exceedingly rare
project specific safety plan
works projects which were
drawing on their extensive
event in a project of this magnitude, justifying
considered as non-essential.
experience with complex
an A+ safety rating.
The Fairview Avenue North
over water work. As part
Bridge Replacement project
of this safety plan, OMCI
was considered essential because it is a critical part of
conducted daily safety briefings and stretching prior to
the Seattle arterial street network, and therefore work
starting work. The resident engineer for AECOM included
continued despite difficulties with staffing the project
a safety subject at the weekly progress meetings. All
and receiving materials. As part of their COVID safety
site visitors were required to check in with at the OMCI
protocols, SDOT required all contractors to provide a
or AECOM field offices prior to entering the project site.
new safety plan with accommodations meeting state
OMCI installed a temporary chain link fence surrounding
and local requirements concerning COVID. OMCI
the project work area. All personnel received a site safety
aggressively addressed the requirements for a safe
orientation, and visitors were escorted while on-site. Site
working environment, including masks, additional
specific training in fall protection, rigging and signaling,
restrooms, hand wash stations, and work spacing. As a
enclosed spaces, and rescue and recovery was conducted
result of these efforts, the project didn’t experience a
to ensure that all personnel were fully educated.
single COVID related shutdown from COVID infections or

505

A+
0
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The decision to close the bridge resulted in SDOT
deciding to institute a robust public engagement plan
during construction. Stepherson & Associates led
public relations during the construction of the project,
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Construction—Community/Public
Relations

Fairview Ave N
Bridge Replacement Project

Harvard Ave E

Public outreach occurred regularly throughout all
phases of the project, beginning with the design phase
and continuing through the construction phase. Early
during the design phase, based on input from the value
engineering study, SDOT decided to close the bridge and
detour traffic. This decision was made in order to bring
the project within budget, reduce environmental
impacts, and shorten the overall duration of
construction by 8 to 12 months. This had a much larger
public impact than the original plan to stage
construction of the bridge and keep Fairview open
during construction, but it brought increased safety
benefits. This decision was communicated through
in-person briefings with all the major business and
community stakeholders, including outreach to
residential communities. This outreach effort during
design, led by EnviroIssues, resulted in much of the
community agreeing that closing the road and
shortening the duration of construction was the right
approach, i.e. they wanted to rip the band-aid off
quickly to minimize the period of pain.

Ho
w
el

Design—Community/Public
Relations

Minor Ave N

3. Community relations as evidenced by efforts
to minimize public inconvenience due to
construction, safety precautions to protect public
lives and property, provision of observation
areas, guided tours, or other means of improving
relations between agency and the public.

including a project website, frequent project photos,
press releases and media alerts, regular email and
progress updates, and response to public/business
questions in coordination with SDOT and AECOM
construction management (CM) staff. Outreach staff
attended the weekly construction meetings with the
CM staff and contractor where upcoming impacts to
specific stakeholders were discussed, so advance notice
could be given to the public. The contractor, OMCI,
was also a valuable partner in flagging where potential
public impacts might be so the whole team could work
together to minimize public inconvenience.

Fairview Ave N

COMMUNITY
RELATIONS

The Fairview Ave N bridge is being replaced and

WILL CLOSE AS EARLY AS SEPTEMBER 23
FOR APPROXIMATELY 18 MONTHS.

Extensive public outreach facilitated traffic dispersion
throughout construction.
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Prior to beginning construction, through a combination
of phone calls and in-person outreach, SDOT and the
consultant team engaged businesses within a threeblock radius of construction and along the detour
route. The purpose was to provide an overview of
the project, schedule, duration, and what to expect
during construction. Individual phone calls answered
preliminary questions regarding Office of Economic
Development (OED) resources and support available to
them and prepared the businesses for follow-up inperson visits. At the in-person visits with the businesses,
staff answered their questions in detail and provided
outreach material, including updated flyers and
illustrations showing anticipated construction impacts
individualized for specific stakeholders. Included in
these outreach materials was OED informational

Improvements to Aloha Street mitigated impacts to adjacent
health care facilities.

materials summarizing economic support available to
affected businesses.
The bridge traffic dispersion route using Eastlake Ave.
and Aloha Street required extensive improvements to
minimize the detour impacts to local businesses and
the traveling public. This included the replacement
of cement concrete pavement, curbs, curb ramps,
sidewalks, a new traffic signal at the Eastlake/Aloha
intersection, modifications to the traffic signals at the
Eastlake/Fairview and Aloha/Fairview intersections,
signage, pavement marking, and other features. The
Aloha Street portion of the detour route runs through
the heart of the Fred Hutchinson (Fred Hutch) Cancer
Research Center and Seattle Cancer Care Alliance (SCCA)
campuses. Vehicular traffic volumes on Aloha are low
and primarily for access to parking for Fred Hutch and
SCCA. The Aloha/Yale intersection has heavy pedestrian
traffic between Fred Hutch and SCCA campus buildings,
requiring installation of additional traffic calming
devices such as colored raised concrete pavement and
an all-way stop with flashing beacons. Further, the
project team developed a 17-point plan to address
pedestrian and bicycle safety concerns along the route
and reduce traffic impacts.
A signage plan and media messaging were developed
to divert trips in advance of the bridge construction
site. SDOT staff worked with Google, Waze, and other
navigation apps to route non-local trips away from
using the low volume Fred Hutch/SCCA access route.
A new permanent traffic signal was installed at the

“Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center has been fortunate to collaborate with SDOT and
the City of Seattle to ensure this project and the new bridge serves our community.
Its completion will help us continue to build opportunities for our science, and support our
mission to eliminate cancer and related diseases as causes of human suffering and death.“
Rebecca Bryant of Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
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intersection of Aloha and Eastlake with emergency
vehicle detection directly at the SCCA driveway to
prioritize emergency patient transport to local hospitals.
The outreach team provided Fred Hutch/SCCA with
project updates and alerts that could be sent directly
to patients and staff. The project team gave in-person
briefings and conducted question-and-answer sessions
at employee forums for cancer center staff prior to the
bridge closure. Post-closure, curb lanes on the dead-end
segment of Fairview Avenue were converted to 10-hour
street parking to provide overflow parking capacity
adjacent to the Fred Hutch campus. “Restaurants
and Businesses Are OPEN” signage was installed to
encourage continued customer access through the
construction barrels.
Frequent personal communication helped build trust
and relationships with community and business
stakeholders. The team listened to the stakeholders

and learned early on where and when impacts might be
and developed plans ahead of time to avoid or mitigate
them. Two-way communication was established so
businesses knew key staff and their contact information
to get responsive follow-up for their concerns. This
proved necessary to resolve emergent issues quickly.
Monthly stakeholder meetings were held during
construction with invitations to all businesses in the
immediate bridge closure area to provide construction
progress updates, notice of upcoming activities and
impacts, and a forum to communicate any concerns
with project staff. The outreach was so constant
and successful that stakeholders often brought nonproject issues to the team for help in navigating City
departments. At the end of the project, mutual respect
and appreciation had been achieved between project
staff and the neighboring businesses.

SDOT staff held an on-site media briefing prior to the start of construction.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSIDERATIONS
4. Demonstrated awareness for the need to
protect the environment during the project.
This includes any special considerations given to
particular environmental concerns raised during
the course of the project.
The project is located on one of the few public access
points along the shore of Lake Union. In addition, the
project is located in a historically industrial area that
had degraded the natural environment along the shore.
Lake Union is essential habitat for endangered salmon.
Because of these facts, it was critical to protect the
environment as part of the project. Restoring portions
of the site to improve the environment was a key goal of
the project team.
This process began with permits obtained from the
US Corps of Engineers (Section 404) with acceptance
from the Muckleshoot Tribe, Ecology (Section 401

Water Quality Certification), Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife (HPA), National Marine Fisheries
Service, US Coast Guard (bridge permit), and City of
Seattle (Shoreline Substantial Development Permit).
These permits contained requirements that included
use of containment curtains to minimize turbidity in
the lake, removal of derelict piles and containment
of sediments, and reduction of overwater coverage
during construction as well as permanent mitigation for
additional shading.
The new Fairview bridge spans a small section of
navigable waterway in Lake Union in Seattle. Demolition
of the existing bridges and construction of both the
temporary work trestle and new bridge created a
potential for turbidity of the underlying water inhabited
with fish. Two containment curtains, not just one as is
typical, were used to both exclude fish in the lake from
the adjacent work area and contain any sediment and
turbidity within the work area. Protection of an existing
dock located close to the new bridge complicated
the placement of the containment curtains. During

Turbidity was contained within the work area with a containment curtain.
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Placement of “fish mix” sand and gravel around pile removal areas reduced turbidity caused by pile removal.

construction, periodic snorkel surveys were made to
ensure that no fish were caught between the curtain
and the shoreline and the curtain was not damaged.
Turbidity testing was performed in accordance with
the Ecology requirements. These efforts taken by the
project team successfully restricted fish passage into the
project site and kept turbidity within the curtains.
During design of the bridge, the presence of numerous
derelict creosote piles, submerged debris, and rubble
strewn under the footprints of the two existing bridges
(concrete and wood supported) were identified and
documented. Removal of these piles and debris was key
in achieving the goal of improving the lake environment
and it facilitated approval of environmental
documentation and permits. Significant coordination
with resource agencies was conducted to determine an
acceptable method and extent of pile removal at the
start of construction.
Other debris such as refuse and needles under the
bridge was removed by the City of Seattle prior to start
of construction. At the completion of construction,
the entire site was cleared of debris and riprap was

placed on the new slopes extending down from the new
abutments to provide slope protection.
“Fish mix” sand and gravel was placed around the pile
removal areas to contain sediments, reduce turbidity
caused by pile removal, and to provide an improved fish
habitat post construction.
As part of the project improvements, new landscaping
and irrigation was constructed at both the north and
south bridge approaches. To facilitate the establishment
of these plantings, invasive species located along
the banks of Lake Union were removed and native
landscaping was strategically placed along the slopes
adjacent to and under the bridge to minimize the
potential for invasive species to reestablish.
As a part of the bridge design, the bridge profile was
raised so that stormwater runoff could be directed
towards the north and south ends of the bridge rather
than installing scuppers and draining the water directly
into the lake, as the existing bridges did. This allowed
the stormwater runoff from the bridge and project to
be treated in treatment facilities at each end of the
bridge prior to discharging into the lake adding further
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environmental benefits to the project.
With the increase of in-water shading from the
wider bridge, mitigation options were explored with
various resource agencies. Limited barge mooring
was maintained, during construction, to reduce
shading and potential for increased predation. Long
term mitigation for the overwater shading was
created by providing funding support for another
project located at Portage Bay within the same Lake
Union/Lake Washington Ship Canal fish habitat
ecosystem to remove structures that were shading
the waterway.
During construction, AECOM and the SDOT PM
and CE worked diligently, in coordination with
SDOT Environmental, to ensure construction was in
compliance with the project permits and reporting
requirements. It was through these efforts, as well
as the careful planning and design that preceded
construction that resulted in the project achieving its
goal of improving the project habitat and ecosystem.

Containment systems minimized water quality impacts to the
immediate work area.

Turbidity curtain did its job of protecting Lake Union.
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UNUSUAL
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
UNDER ADVERSE
CONDITIONS
5. Unusual accomplishments under adverse
conditions, including, but not limited to age or
condition of the facility, adverse weather, soil,
or other site conditions over which there is no
control.
The team’s lead structural engineer, Kiva Lints PE,
SE, HNTB, likes to say, “This is the most challenging
prestressed concrete girder bridge I have ever been
involved with and none of it has anything to do with the
girder design.” The project’s location presented a host
of interwoven challenges for the design, permitting, and
construction of the bridge, none of which are within the
control of the City.

Adverse Soil Conditions
The bridge is located on the edge of Lake Union with
widely variable soil conditions across the entire project.
The north end of the bridge is underlain by competent
gravel at a relatively shallow depth, while the south
end of the bridge is underlain by a sequence of highly
liquefiable and compressible soils much of which was
contaminated during placement or by historic industrial
activities over the last 100 years. As if that was not
enough, the project team identified the presence of a
massive prehistoric landslide complex that extends deep
under the bridge structure and for hundreds of feet
in every direction. The failure plane of the identified
landslide mass consists of soil with the consistency of
toothpaste. These low strength soils are hidden deep
below the surface and are ready to slide again during a
major seismic event.
To mitigate these geotechnical challenges, the
geotechnical and structural engineers performed
extensive analysis, not typical for bridges of this
magnitude. First, the HWA geotechnical engineers

Liquefiable soils and an old landslide required an unusually deep and robust foundation system.

Soil susceptible to
liquefaction

Evidence of previous landslide
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completed extensive site-specific seismic analysis
of the subsurface soils, developed a project specific
seismic evaluation process to account for site soil
variability on seismic wave propagation, and created
multiple two dimensional finite element models
to demonstrate that the landslide would not be
triggered by the design seismic event. This effort
saved the City of Seattle $18 million in potential
landslide mitigation costs. Further, they carefully
analyzed the soils to provide detailed seismic design
parameters and lateral earth pressures, including
pressures due to liquefied soil flows, to the structural
engineers for the project’s foundation design.
Using the geotechnical recommendations, HNTB’s
structural engineers performed comprehensive
analysis of each pier foundation for its unique soil
conditions and loading. They combined that with a
global structural model of the bridge to design a deep
foundation system of the bridge to address the site’s
seismic challenges. The result was large 8-foot 2-inch
diameter drilled shafts, up to 135-feet long. Each shaft
was individually designed to resist the seismic loading
from the bridge as well as the lateral flow of the
liquefied and unliquefied soils during an earthquake.
Adding to the site challenges were buildings
immediately adjacent to the bridge that contained
sensitive laboratory equipment. The use of deep
drilled foundations along with settlement monitoring
and lightweight cellular concrete at the south
abutment was used to mitigate the risk of vibration
and settlement of the 1165 Eastlake building as
well as sensitive utilities due to the site’s very soft
compressible soils.

A Site Constrained by Buildings,
Utilities and Active Construction.

Use of a work trestle facilitated construction of the bridge
substructure.

The new bridge (and the previous bridges) are located
approximately 5-feet west of the historic Lake Union
Seattle Steam Plant, built in 1914 on shallow timber
piles. Due to its age and foundation condition, the
building is sensitive to vibration and soil disturbances.
During design through the beginning of construction
the building was occupied by ZymoGenetics as a biotech
research facility with extremely vibration-sensitive
laboratory equipment and experiments.
South of the Steam Plant, also 5-feet from the previous
bridge, was a 1960 vintage multi-story building. The
building was slated for demolition and was to be
replaced by a new multi-story healthcare/biotech
research facility (1165 Eastlake Building). During design
of the new Fairview bridge, this new building project’s
schedule was always in flux and the design team had to
plan for both the existing and future buildings, as well
as a possible active adjacent construction site during
construction of the bridge.
On the west side of the bridge, less than 20-feet away,
are high voltage aerial transmission lines owned by
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Seattle City Light and regulated by the Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA). Supported on the transmission
poles (below the high voltage power lines) are
distribution power lines and a variety of communication
lines. Directly below that, right next to the bridge, bored
under the lakebed, were three 12-inch diameter duct
banks containing a multitude of communication lines,
including critical fiber optic cables that carried internet
traffic from Texas to Vancouver, Canada. Other utility
lines within the project limits included bus trolley lines
across the bridge, communication lines feeding the
neighboring buildings, power for streetlights, ITS
infrastructure, water mains, and more.

A highly constrained construction site presented a host of
challenges.

These buildings, occupants, and utilities created a
spaghetti bowl of conflicts and that had to be carefully
unwound and individually addressed by the project
team during design to allow the project to move
forward. Solutions developed during design were then
implemented during construction creating project
success. Some of the solutions and tactics used
included:
•

•

Extensive analysis to ensure the constructability of
the project because of the complex and constrained
site. This included determining methods for
constructing 135-foot drilled shafts within the lake,
sandwiched between active power lines. Methods
used to install the drilled shafts kept vibration levels
lower than those generated by City buses crossing
the old Fairview bridges. This was important to
prevent disruption to the sensitive laboratory
equipment in the adjacent building.
Careful vibration analysis of the adjacent building,
their occupants, and the expected project
construction techniques was conducted during
design to ensure no adverse impacts would
occur to the building, its occupants, equipment,
and experiments. This resulted in well-defined
construction vibration limits and monitoring as part
of the project specifications.

Example of an oscillator working close to a building

Constraints included concurrent development to the east,
relocated power transmission lines along the west side of the
bridge, and underwater communication duct banks.
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•

The use of large diameter (8-foot, 2-inch) drilled
shaft foundations was required instead of driven
piles to minimize construction vibration.

•

Temporary relocation/shifting of the high voltage
transmission lines 20-feet west to temporary steel
poles in advance of construction was done to
meet the bridge construction equipment clearance
requirements for high voltage power lines.

•

Early and continuous coordination was conducted
with utilities to avoid conflicts where feasible, or
relocation solutions were found when necessary to
avoid conflicts.

•

The communication utilities who had duct banks
under the lakebed used specialized Sonde locating
equipment to accurately locate the duct banks to
relieve the City from liability if the locates were not
accurate.

•

Continuous coordination and planning with the
adjacent 1165 Eastlake project (which went to
construction at the same time as Fairview) prior

to and all through construction resulted in many
avoided conflicts and schedule delays. An example
is that the 1165 Eastlake contractor raised their
tower crane 45-feet higher than normal to avoid
conflicts with the Fairview bridge cranes.
In summary, the many complexities of the site required
careful planning during design, permitting, and
construction that made it feasible to build the bridge
and avoid potential costly liabilities for the City, design
team, and contractor. A perfect example of this is the
under-lake duct banks. Despite the careful planning and
detailed locates provided by the utilities, the duct banks
were not where the locates showed them and were
struck during construction. On many other projects,
this could have resulted in lengthy schedule delays
and finger pointing as to responsibility for the cost. On
Fairview, because of active and ongoing coordination,
construction did not stop, and the utility companies
had temporary lines strung within days and accepted
responsibility for the cost because their design locates
were inaccurate.

8-foot diameter drilled shaft casing being delivered
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ADDITIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS
6. Additional conditions deemed of importance
to the public works agency, such as exceptional
efforts to maintain quality control and, if value
engineering is used, construction innovations
as evidenced by time and/or money saving
techniques developed and/or successfully utilized.

Value Engineering Results in Full
Closure
As noted above, the project site presented numerous
complex and interwoven challenges that had to be
addressed during design and permitting. To address
some of these challenges and to evaluate ways of
improving the design and constructability of the project,
the City elected to perform a value engineering (VE)
study following the 60% design. This study provided
a number of beneficial recommendations for the City
and design team to implement. Key recommendations
included construction sequencing, approach to
maintenance of traffic, and better clarification of the
limits of contaminated soils.
The key recommendation from the VE team was to close
the road during construction and to provide a detour
route for traffic. The original concept prior to the VE
study was to construct the bridge while maintaining one
lane of traffic in each direction during construction. The
detour option had been considered as part of the type,
size, and location (TS&L) phase of the project but the
City felt that Fairview was a critical route for traffic and
access to the South Lake Union neighborhood. However,
upon reviewing the VE team’s recommendation and
evaluating the nearly $17M savings it represented
to the project, the City elected to proceed with the
recommendation of the detour route. The City promptly
began a public outreach campaign to prepare the public
for the detour. Through this VE recommendation, the

City recognized the following project improvements:
•

Approximately $17M of construction cost savings
(note, based on what was observed during
construction, the City likely saved much more than
this based on how difficult it would have been to
stage construction of the bridge in an extremely
constrained site)

•

Constructability benefits from greatly increased
staging area and working space to minimize
complexity of shoring and work access structures.

•

Eight to 12 months of schedule savings

•

Vastly increased worker and public safety by
segregating construction from the traveling public.

•

Elimination of five drilled shafts by eliminating
staged construction.

•

Reduced construction administration and project
management costs because of the reduced
construction schedule.

•

Decreased contaminated material removal

In short, the recommendation from the VE team to
close the road and not construct the bridge in phases
was the nudge the City needed to realize the immense
project benefit.

Floating Walkway
Part of the project’s success was its ability to keep and

refurbish an existing floating walkway adjacent to the
bridge. Built in the mid-1990s as part of the Historic
Steam Plant’s rehabilitation and just west of the old
bridge, the floating walkway provided a connected
8-foot wide path across Waterway No. 8. It also includes
a launch float for personal watercraft. This walkway is
one of the few remaining public access points to Lake
Union and has been well used by the general public
since its opening almost every day of the year.
During the permitting process, the ability to keep the
floating walkway was in jeopardy because the width of
the new bridge increased the over water shading. One
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option for mitigation was the removal of the floating
walkway. However, rather that sacrifice the walkway to
stay within the overwater shading limits, the City and
permitting team went to great lengths to find other
mitigation options on Lake Union. As a result, the City
was able to include the relocation and refurbishment of
the floating walkway within the project. The smiles on
everyone’s faces as they walked along the walkway on
opening day is a testament to the project team’s
success.

The hugely popular floating walkway is a major asset to the
public and complement to the new bridge.
Completed floating walkway
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SUSTAINABILITY
7. Use of alternative materials, practices,
or funding that demonstrates a commitment
to sustainability and/or use of sustainable
infrastructure rating system or the equivalent.

The project required temporary removal of the adjacent

floating walkway on the west side of the bridge. For
reconstruction and reestablishment of the walkway,
some of the hardware needed to be replaced. Walkway
railings needed replacement, and options that would
avoid materials with the potential for chemicals to
be leached into the water were explored. Traditional
materials were pressure treated wood or galvanized
metals. Both of these materials, while durable, have
been proven to leach materials into water that is harmful
to a wide range of aquatic life.
The decision was made to use IPE wood in place of
pressure treated wood or galvanized material for the
project railings and float walers for environmental and
sustainability reasons. Sustainably sourced IPE wood
has been proven to last decades, does not degrade
over time and does not require preservatives, chemical
treatments, or galvanizing that is detrimental to fish and
other aquatic life.

As part of the new landscaping on the slopes adjacent
to the bridge, native willow stakes were planted to
provide bank stabilization. Ten-year monitoring of the
landscaping was included in the scope of the project to
ensure the establishment and ongoing effectiveness of
the plantings.
As part of the bridge construction, new poles were
required for the OCS and to illuminate both travel lanes
and non-motorized facilities. LED lighting was used as a
method of sustainability and light shields were used to
minimize light pollution in the lake. Salmon fry on their
journey from the spawning beds to the ocean prefer to
feed at night to avoid predators. Light pollution in both
Lake Union and Lake Washington make these fry visible
to predators, so the light shields help minimize that
exposure.
Containment curtains were utilized to protect fish
habitat and limit turbidity outside the work area
during construction. Limited barge mooring was a
measure used to reduce shading and potential for
increased predation with the wider bridge. Studies in
Lake Washington have suggested that bass and other
predators use barges, docks, and other areas to hide
and prey on young salmon on their journey from the
spawning areas to the ocean. Limiting barge mooring
was one of many measures used to enhance salmon
sustainability as part of the project.

Completed project
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